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Magnesium-lithium �Mg-Li� alloys are among the lightest structural materials. Although considerable work
has been done on the Mg-Li system, little is known regarding potential ordered phases. A first and rapid
analysis of the system with the high-throughput method reveals an unexpected wealth of potentially stable
low-temperature phases. Subsequent cluster expansions constructed for bcc and hcp superstructures extend the
analysis and verify our high-throughput results. Of particular interest are those structures with greater than
13 at. % lithium, as they exhibit either partial or complete formation as a cubic structure. Order-disorder
transition temperatures are predicted by Monte Carlo simulations to be in the range 200–500 K.
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I. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

Emerging technologies increasingly depend on the pro-
duction of ultralight-weight materials. Magnesium-lithium
�Mg-Li� alloys are the lightest metallic alloys, having densi-
ties near that of plastics,1–3 and are strong enough to be used
in a variety of high-performance applications. In particular,
Mg-Li alloys are good candidates for material applications in
industries such as aerospace and automotive manufacturing.4

As an alloying agent in magnesium, lithium is advanta-
geous principally because of its low density and cubic crystal
structure. The addition of lithium converts the hexagonal-
close-packed �hcp� structure of natural magnesium to a more
ductile and formable body-centered-cubic �bcc� alloy. Addi-
tion of 13 at. % Li partially converts the alloy to a cubic
structure and content exceeding 33 at. % results in total
conversion.5

Although the Mg-Li system has been studied
extensively,5–11 evidence suggesting the formation of ordered
phases is notably sparse. Diffusionless transformations of the
martensitic type have been observed in pure Li, and similar
transformations occur in low-temperature magnesium al-
loyed lithium at certain concentrations.11,12 Binary ordered
phases have not been conclusively identified, however, and
any instances contained in the literature are
indeterminate.6,9,13,14

The results of high-throughput �HT� ab initio calculations
performed with the AFLOW package �described later� show,
however, that the heat of formation is negative for a large
number of potential structure types, implying the existence
of at least one thermodynamically stable ordered phase
�Fig. 1�.

II. FIRST-PRINCIPLES METHOD

Following the HT results, we have made predictions of
Mg-Li ordered phases using the cluster-expansion �CE�

method—a first-principles-based approach in which input
data is mapped to a truncated Ising-type Hamiltonian. The
configurational Hamiltonian allows for a fast ground-state
search �GSS� over many derivative superstructures.16 The
CE method was applied to the Mg and Li lattice configura-
tions �bcc and hcp, respectively�. Although minimum-energy
configurations may exist outside those considered, super-
structures derived from the parent lattices of the alloy con-
stituents generally include the lowest-energy configurations.
This assumption is particularly supported for Mg-Li by the
existence of bcc derivative superstructures exclusively as
ground states in the HT results and by phases present in
experimental phase diagrams �Fig. 2�.
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FIG. 1. High-throughput formation enthalpy calculations for
Mg-Li. Structures resting on the convex hull are labeled according
to their Strukturbericht designation and are displayed prominently.
Note that many computed structures have negative formation
enthalpy, suggesting an ordering system. MoTi� prototype from
Ref. 15.
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Quantum-mechanical energies used for the HT and CE
approaches were computed using density-functional theory
�DFT� as implemented by the Vienna ab initio simulation
package �VASP� software.22 Following the method of
Froyen,23 so-called “equivalent points” were used to form
the k-point mesh, resulting in reduced systematic error in the
calculation of formation enthalpy. Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
projector-augmented wave pseudopotentials with semicore s
and p states treated as valence were used.24,25 The plain-
wave energy cutoff was approximately 339 eV. Energies
were calculated at zero temperature and pressure without
spin polarization, zero-point motion, or lattice vibrations. All
crystal structures were fully relaxed �cell volume and shape
and the basis-atom coordinates inside the cell�. Numerical
convergence to about 1 meV/atom was ensured by the high-
energy cutoff and by dense k-point meshes.

In the HT work, the calculations were performed using
the high-throughput framework AFLOW.15,26–29 For each sys-
tem, the energies of 204 crystal structures were calculated. In
addition to the 176 configurations described in Ref. 15, these
included all the symmetrically distinct hcp-based, bcc-based,
and fcc-based superstructures30,31 with up to four atoms per
cell and additional prototypes.32 The additional prototypes
were considered because they are common or related to Mg
alloys.33,34 This protocol gives reasonable results. In Ref. 15,
it was shown that the probability of reproducing the correct
ground state, if well defined and not ambiguous, is
�c

��96.7% �“reliability of the method,” Eq. �3��. For the HT
approach, we did not consider lattice superstructures with
more than four atoms per cell due to the fact that their num-
ber increases exponentially.35 Therefore, even if it is impos-
sible to rule out the existence of an undetected ground state,
the protocol is expected to give a reasonable balance be-
tween high-throughput speed and scientific accuracy to de-
termine miscibility of Mg-Li alloys.

III. CLUSTER-EXPANSION METHOD AND GROUND-
STATE SEARCH RESULTS

In the CE formalism, atomic configuration is defined by
first associating a set of “spin” values to atomic type. The

configurational properties of a structure are then captured by
the averages of spin products or values of correlation func-
tions on the lattice.

The correlation functions, evaluated over each symmetri-
cally unique “cluster,” form a mathematically complete basis
for a lattice of size N by which any configurational property
may be expanded.36 A set of constants termed effective clus-
ter interactions �ECIs� form the coefficients of the expansion
by which the material property in question is expressed.

The utility of the CE method is that a physical quantity
such as energy may be expanded entirely in configuration
space. This allows for exhaustive searches over configura-
tional domains in order, for example, to find minima. Given
cluster-expanded formation enthalpy, minimum-energy struc-
tures serve as strong candidates for thermodynamically
stable ordered states. In the case of a binary system, the CE
expresses the energy of a lattice configuration � as

ECE��� = J0 + �
f

�
1

Nf

� f���Jf , �1�

where � defines the occupation of N lattice sites by A and B
atoms, Jf is the ECI for cluster f , Nf is the number of clusters
of type f , and � f are the averaged spin ��1 for binary sys-
tems� products for cluster f in configuration �.

Effective cluster interactions were found using least-
squares regression and a genetic algorithm.37,38 The method
we employed involved two general steps as implemented in
the universal cluster-expansion software package.39 �Alterna-
tively, the packages CLUPAN and ATAT could be used to the
same effect. See, for example, Refs. 40–42.� First, a set of
figures �correlation functions� was selected from a large pool
generated from the parent lattice. The set of figures is typi-
cally smaller than the input data set and may be no larger if
the system is to be well defined. Second, least-squares re-
gression was used to determine the ECIs corresponding to
these figures, given the input data. In short, the figure pool
comprised the sample space from which many candidate fits
were generated.

The fits were then scored using leave one out cross vali-
dation �LOOCV�. Given n input structures, LOOCV pro-
vides a quantitative measure of the quality of fit by averaging
the error found using n−1 structures �training data� to predict
1 structure �validation data� for each of the n structures,

Scv =
1

n
�
i=1

n

�ECE��n� − EDFT��n�� . �2�

The cross validation score, in units of energy, should be a
small fraction of the energies of input structures so that reli-
able results are obtained. Typical fitting errors for the Mg-Li
system were between 0 and 3 meV/atom. With input energies
near −30 meV /atom, the errors were in the reasonable
range. A total of 83 and 73 structures comprised the input
data set used in the construction of bcc and hcp CEs, respec-
tively.

Once a CE was constructed, a ground-state search was
performed over large numbers of derivative superstructures
�see Fig. 3�. Thermodynamically stable ground states, how-
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FIG. 2. Schematic LiMg phase diagram constructed after Refs. 8
and 17–21.
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ever, are not necessarily the minimum-energy configurations
at each concentration. One usually encounters a concentra-
tion in which the average energy of two structures with
neighboring concentrations yields a mixed phase with lower
total energy. The tie lines connecting all pairs of minimum-
energy structures were thus determined. When the structure
in question rests below all such tie lines it was included as a
ground state. The complete set of structures determined in
this manner comprises the minimal convex set of structures
�the convex hull�. Figure 3 includes the convex hulls for the
bcc and hcp Mg-Li CE constructed using the predicted ener-
gies from fits generated using 83 and 73 input structures,
respectively.

The absolute minima within the set of configurations that
included both bcc and hcp superstructures were found by
scaling hcp structure formation enthalpy by the difference in
free energy of pure Mg and Li according to concentration.
The free energy was computed for hcp Mg and Li and bcc
Mg and Li, and the formation enthalpy of hcp structures
were adjusted in the following manner:

H → H + �x�HMg + �1 − x��HLi� . �3�

Here H is the formation enthalpy of a ground-state structure,
x is the concentration of Mg, and �HMg and �HLi are the
differences in the hcp and bcc free energies of Mg and Li.
CE-predicted energies shown in Fig. 3 scaled relative to one
another in this fashion are shown in Fig. 4.

In the case of bcc Mg-Li, the convex-hull-constructed us-
ing DFT energies of CE-predicted ground states reveal
ground states C11b, B2, and L60 �see the Appendix for de-
tails of the method used�. These structure types are in agree-
ment with the HT results and are referred to by their Struk-
turbericht designation. It is perhaps of interest to note that
the ground-state structures are several millielectron volt
lower than the structure nearest in energy with the same con-
centration except at 50% �B2�. In the case of B2, the energy
is found to be only slightly lower than an A2B2 structure
with �011� directed stacking planes �similar to the NbP face-
centered-cubic superstructure� �Fig. 5�. A slight difference in
formation enthalpy is evidently the reason many CEs were
unable to accurately predict the relative energies of this NbP-
like structure �corresponding to structure 19 in Table I� and
the true ground state, B2.

Mg-Li ground-state predictions on the hcp lattice were
treated in the same manner as the bcc structures, i.e., VASP

was used to directly compute their energies from which the
ground states were determined. Ground states were found at
concentrations x=1 /8, 1/2, 2/3, and 3/4 Mg. In this case, the
configurations do not correspond to known structures. Hcp
phases were higher in energy than the bcc ground states
across the concentration range excluding pure Mg �see Fig.
6�. From the superposed energies of bcc and hcp Mg-Li, it
can be seen that the two-phase region that extends from ap-
proximately 17 at. % Li at finite temperatures broadens as
the temperature is lowered and the solubility of Mg in Li
decreases.
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FIG. 3. Formation enthalpy versus concentration for many de-
rivative superstructures. The random-alloy energy is included as
well as the convex hull. Points on the convex hull indicate thermo-
dynamically stable ground-state structures.
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FIG. 4. CE formation enthalpies as a function of concentration.
Energy predictions from the hcp CE are shifted according to the
difference in free energy of Mg and Li on bcc and hcp lattices. Note
the two-phase region of bcc and hcp phases on the Mg-rich side
consistent with known phase data �Fig. 2�.
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IV. ORDER-DISORDER TRANSITIONS PREDICTED BY
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Complex Ising-type Hamiltonians with many couplings
are notoriously difficult to extend to finite temperatures with
Monte Carlo �MC� methods, especially in the low-
temperature region.43 Numerical problems also arise when
one attempts to model the system around the critical tem-
perature �i.e., due to critical slowing�. In general, the behav-
ior of systems containing many interactions is not well un-
derstood and MC convergence times often make the task of
modeling the system nearly intractable.

The CEs we constructed for Mg-Li utilized large numbers
of figures in order to provide accurate energy predictions
across the concentration range. As a result, however, Monte
Carlo simulations involving these complex Hamiltonians
present significant numerical difficulties. If determining the
critical temperature is to be computationally feasible, it is
necessary to simplify the complex CE to one that involves
fewer interactions.

Although the simplified CE is certainly incapable of pre-
dicting the behavior of ordering as accurately as one contain-
ing many figures, by ensuring the proper ground states and
energies are predicted, sufficiently accurate conclusions may
be made. Further, rather than a detailed study of the nature of
the transition, it was our primary interest to determine gen-
erally where the order-disorder transitions occur in order to
guide experimental attempts to realize the ordered phases.

For the above reasons, a five-term CE on the bcc lattice
was constructed for the purposes of conducting finite-
temperature MC simulations. The statistical analysis con-
ducted on many CEs provided the criteria by which we were
able to narrow the selection of between many five-term CEs.
Specifically it was required that the five-term CE-predicted
ground states at 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 magnesium with structure
types, C11b, B2, and C11b, respectively, and that predicted
energies were comparable to those computed using first-
principles methods. In the five-term CE, predicted energies
differed from DFT calculations on average less than 5 meV
�roughly an order of magnitude smaller than input energies�.
Canonical Monte Carlo simulations were performed using
the five-term CE on a 30�30�30 bcc lattice with periodic
boundary conditions. Equilibration times were between
5�106 and 15�106 MC steps. The temperature was de-
creased uniformly in decrements of 10 K initially from 2000
to 50 K. Transitions were identified by calculating the spe-
cific heat, using the usual statistical relation involving the
mean-square deviation of the energy from the mean value,43
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FIG. 5. Final ground-state predictions for bcc and hcp Mg-Li
using energies computed with VASP. The tie lines are shown. The
hcp ground states do not correspond to commonly known structure
types.
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is no hcp phase predicted other than pure Mg and the two-phase
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Figure 7 displays the configurational specific heat of the
three predicted ordered phases.

Transition temperatures were estimated by identifying the
“divergence” in the heat capacity; the structure types C11b
exhibit transitions at approximately 190 and 210 K for 1/3

and 2/3 Mg, respectively. Simulations at 50%, B2, exhibited
more resistance to equilibration and required many more
flips per MC time. Nevertheless, the transition was identified
to be between 300 and 450 K by pair-correlation values.
Comparison of pair-correlation values of the MC cell with
the CE-predicted ground-state structures reveals good agree-
ment after the transition. At 50% the correlation values ap-
proach those of the expected B2 structure gradually over the
temperature region shown �Fig. 7�, suggesting that although
the system was not fully equilibrated an order-disorder tran-
sition had occurred.

The range of transition temperatures predicted by the MC
simulations is generally supported by the results of sonic
measurements for low-temperature Mg-Li alloys. In the
work of Barrett and Trautz,12 the onset of spontaneous struc-
tural transitions were measured by recording audible clicks,
the result of the rapid shearing motions that accompany the
transition. For materials containing a large percentage of Mg
content, few audible clicks were heard, and the specific na-
ture of the partial ordering was not identifiable by diffraction
techniques. However, the onset of spontaneous ordering for
alloys containing greater than 20 at. %. Mg were determined
by noting the temperature at which the first clicks were heard
and was estimated between 140 and 200 K.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the CE method predicts bcc ordered phases
at several concentrations including one which may be well
suited for structural applications, C11b. With the exception of
pure Mg, hcp phases were found to be higher in energy than
bcc ground states across the concentration range. Order-
disorder transition temperatures, predicted by MC simula-
tions, have been reported for the three bcc ordered structures
between 200 and 400 K.

The predicted low-temperature transitions of the Mg-Li
bcc ordered phases possibly explain why they have evaded
experimental observation despite a relatively large amount of
investigation in the system. Additionally, developing meth-
ods to experimentally realize the Mg-Li ordered phases is
likely to require significant effort due, in particular, to the
low temperatures of the transitions and possible kinetic limi-
tations.

However, the bulk low-temperature phases should not be
ruled out, even at high temperature. Size-induced stabiliza-
tion present at the nanoscale44,45 may promote stability at
higher temperature for nanodispersed precipitates. Although
the mechanical properties would not modify the solid-
solution Mg-Li appreciably, the overall effect in thermal and
electric transport can be dramatic, as it has been shown for
nanoprecipitates in semiconducting materials.46–48 Thus, the
enhanced structural properties of alloys containing even
small amounts of ordering provide a significant incentive in
this regard. Furthermore, low-temperature ordering has the
inherent advantage of increased stability at higher tempera-
tures possibly allowing for practical application of the or-
dered alloys if initially realized.
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FIG. 7. Specific heat Cp of Mg-Li ordered phases with tempera-
ture increased in increments of 10 K. Formation enthalpy is over-
laid including the scale indicated on the left.
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APPENDIX

The genetic algorithm and leave one out cross validation
provide a useful framework for constructing a CE that accu-
rately fits input data; furthermore, a CE produced in this
manner is capable of predicting the energy of structures not
included in the input set provided that the “physics” of the
input data is representative of the entire system �although
off-lattice structures are not included in the configuration
space, HT and experimental data suggest that additional
structures will not form in Mg-Li. Not only are the HT en-
ergies higher than both hcp and bcc CE-predicted structure
energies but the majority of HT ground-state predictions are
bcc superstructures.�

By adding structures in underfit regions to the input struc-
ture set, the overall predictive capacity of the CE was im-
proved. Low-energy structures without similar input struc-
tures as well as additional structures similar in configuration
to poorly predicted input structures were added to the input
set. Structures were added in this manner by comparing suc-
cessive fits so that the final input data set was determined to
ensure a broadly accurate parameterization of configuration
space.37 A total of 85 bcc-derived and 71 hcp-derived super-
structures were ultimately used in the construction of the
CEs.

The utility of the iterative process hints at the underlying
physical workings of the CE method. Input structures con-
tribute to the CE via the addition of physics yet unaccounted
for. Iteratively adding structures from regions of poorly fit
data, and from regions lacking input data, will then, in prin-
ciple, lead to a CE capable of making accurate predictions
across configuration space. Furthermore, given a set if inter-
action terms representative of the system, the inclusion of
additional input data should do little to alter the ground-state
predictions of the CE constructed using these figures.

The durability of the fit, i.e., the immutability of ground-
state predictions with the inclusion of new input data, was
studied in the following manner. A database containing the
complete set of input structures was parsed into input sets of
increasing size; this was done several times with unique
parsing, and a CE was constructed for each input set.
Ground-state predictions made by the CEs were compared
for agreement, and frequently predicted ground-state concen-
trations formed a group of credible predictions.

For bcc Mg-Li, a database containing the formation en-
thalpies of 85 input structures were parsed into 39 groups of
input structures five times. CEs were constructed for each of
the 39 groups yielding 39 predictions of the Mg-Li ground
states. The structures and associated concentrations predicted
by fits containing the entirety of the input data �A–E� are
listed in Table I. The frequencies of prediction of ground
states at each listed concentration are shown in the second

TABLE I. Columns A–E contain the predicted structures �num-
bered in accordance with the enumeration algorithm� from five 85-
input generated fits for bcc Mg-Li. The percentage occurrence of
ground states to the total number of fits �195� is given in the second
column. Except for 9/10% and 2/9% Mg ground states, the predic-
tions in A–E affirm the ground-state predictions made by the ma-
jority of total fits �195�.

x �Mg�
No. of occurrences/195

�%� A B C D E

1/8 24 631 631

2/9 11 1134 1134 1134

1/3 66 10 125 10 10 10

3/8 27 404

2/5 59 45 45 45 45 48

4/9 21 938

1/2 97 19 19 19 19 19

4/7 27 191 191

2/3 92 7 7 7 7 7

3/4 70 277 277 277 277 277

7/9 32 1112 1112

4/5 70 54 54 54

5/6 18 62

7/8 52 593 593 593 436

8/9 63 1052

9/10 31 1145 1142 2309

TABLE II. Hcp Mg-Li ground-state predictions as in Table I.
Several frequent predictions are not affirmed by full fits and thus
additional concentrations have been included.

x �Mg�
No. of occurrences/165

�%� A B C D E

1/8 33 333 333 318 333

1/7 36

1/6 72 3920 3920 3920 3920 3920

1/4 83

1/3 37

1/2 100 12 12 12 12

2/3 64

3/4 61 321 321 321 303

4/5 30

5/6 82 1491 1491 1491 1491 1491

6/7 38

7/8 18 319
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column. It is seen that the predictions made by CEs con-
structed using the entire input set generally correspond to
predictions made by the majority of fits.

The hcp Mg-Li system was treated similarly. Input data
computed for 71 input structures was parsed into 33 unique
input sets five times. In contrast to the bcc case, however,
several concentrations not predicted by CEs constructed us-
ing the complete input data were found to have a high fre-
quency of prediction by the totality of fits. Thus, these are
also included in the table �Table II�.

The potential ground-state pool was significantly reduced
by comparing the predictions of many CEs. However, be-
cause the precision necessary to distinguish small differences
in structure energetics are not to be expected from the finite
CE, DFT was used to directly compare the energies of the
final group of candidates. VASP was used to evaluate each of
the candidate structures listed in Tables I and II as well as
candidate structures not necessarily predicted by fits A–E but
with significant frequency of occurrence.
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